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SOLEXIA HÔTELLERIE

The WOL Group acquires two luxury chalets in Val d’Isère
The Black Pearl & The White Pearl

On 18 June 2020, Solexia Hôtellerie, via its new luxury hospitality and hotel services arm WOL, acquired 
two high-end chalets in Val d’Isère : the Black Pearl & the White Pearl.

THE CHALETS
The BLACK PEARL & the WHITE PEARL were conceived and designed by Philippe Capezzone, owner of 
the K2 Palace in Courchevel 1850. The luxury hospitality and hotel services group, WOL, a division of 
Solexia Hôtellerie, purchased the two chalets in June 2020 and will maintain their ultra-high stan-
dard of services and amenities. 

Presentation 
In each chalet, Alpine stone harmonizes with marble, natural wood and ceramics for an authenticity that 
goes hand in hand with excellence. Five bedrooms, each with its own private bathroom, a spacious 
lounge, an indoor swimming pool, a home cinema, and a large ski room are despatched across four 
floors.

The BLACK PEARL offers a refined ambiance of total cocooning in elegant tones of anthracite and black.
The WHITE PEARL, with its decor of ivory and silver, diffuses a soft, relaxing atmosphere.

POOL
Generously proportioned and equipped with “endless pool” swim jet systems, 
the pools at the chalets are the perfect place to relax. Family and friends will 
enjoy great moments together in this specially designed area, complete with its 
own hammam.



LOUNGE 
Spacious lounge with f ireplace, opening onto a large terrace.

PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN
On option: Personal chef to cook on the premises. 

BEDROOMS
Each bedroom has its own private bathroom

HOME-CINEMA
The cinema room offers all the delights of the big screen. 

SKI-ROOM
A luxurious little haven with leather seating made-to-measure 

by a local craftsman.

DINING ROOM
Daily breakfast service provided. 



SERVICES
Cleaning service and fresh linen daily 

A dedicated team, including a technical and maintenance manager and chalet manager, is at your 
disposition for reception, cleaning service, breakfasts, shuttle bus and concierge services. 

Val d’Isère
Posed at the foot of the glacier that feeds the Isère river, and protected by the Daille gorges, the resort 
opens on to a majestic natural panorama. Its mountains, the Solaise and the Face de Bellevarde, have been 
made famous by the exploits of some of the greatest sporting champions. Here, skiing reigns supreme, 
with a ski area that comprises 300 kms of slopes between 1,850m and 3,000m altitude. The heart of the 
village exudes genuine Savoyard charm, with cobbled streets, stone-built houses, traditional slate roofs, 
and an old church steeple giving it unique character

The BLACK PEARL & WHITE PEARL CHALETS sit in absolute privacy at the entrance to the resort.

WOL - The French Way of Luxe

           www.villa-the-source.com      www.chalets-pearls.com

Press Contact : Aurélie Dupas - Press Officer - ad@groupe-solexia.fr
Visuals on request
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WOL is a luxury hospitality and hotel services group created 
in 2020 by Hervé Kratiroff and Eric Versini. The group’s 
activity is focussed on the provision of ultra-high-end 
services for individuals the world over. 

The group already owns three rental properties: the villa 
THE SOURCE on Saint-Barts and the two PEARLS chalets in 
Val d’Isère. Three other villas are in the course of renovation 
and construction for rental in 2021: la villa GALASSA and MA 
BOHÈME in the Gulf of Saint-Tropez at Ramatuelle, and the villa 
BEL AIR on the island of Saint-Barts in the Caribbean.


